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Watching a skilled and experienced binder at work is a
wonderful experience. Everything appears to be done
instinctively and without great effort. This is in fact the
case, as many of these binders leamt their trade under the
old apprentice scheme, and spent day after day, for years,
performing the tasks that most of us only get to practise
on weekends. They were also able to observe old timers
who passed on their secrets.

Most amateur binders will never attain this fluency, but
with practice, the actual results can be fine - it may just
take us a lot longer to get the job fmished.

Even experienced binders occasionally make mistakes.
Learning from one's errors plays an important part in
reaching a standard of excellence, but so to does the
ability to cover up one's fluffs.

I think the following extract from Lional Darley's
"Introduction to Bookbinding" is worth quoting:
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"However remote from perfection it may be, the beginner
cannot fail to be heartened by a sense of achievement
when at last he takes from the press the first book bormd
by his own hands. He has created something; out of
commonplace materials, paper, strawboard, cloth, he has

made a book. As he carefully lifts first one cover, then
the other, seeing that each opens freely, that endpapers
lie smooth and tight to the boards, joints are sharp,
squares uniform and so on, he may well feel pleased with
his handiwork-pleased, but never quite content. In
bookbinding there are so many things to learn, so many
subtle gradations of workmanship to be mastered, and

always much that remains to be better done next time.
Each achievement turns out to be not an end but a

revelation of previously unperceived possibilities, a spur
to new efforts towards that perfection which is the
ultimate goal. It may be that perfection is never wholly
auained; it helps if from time to time we glimpse it from
afar and so carry in the mind's eye its inspiration".
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During a recent holiday in Russia I had the good fortune
to be able to access some of the older books in the
collection of the A Zhdanov Scientific Library of Irkutsk
University ("The White House"). This complemented
inspections of what I had seen in second hand shops
elsewhere.

The earliest book shown me from the collection was
from the late l5th Century. It was amongst the most
ornate books, as regards contents, that I have ever seen.

It contained l5-20 astronomy diagrams, each with four or
five layers of disks that could be tumed with the aid of
attached silk threads. It is hard to say what the original
binding may have been as it has been (very tastefully)
rebound in pigskin. The edges were gilded - obviously
done before the disks were attached to the pages.
Assuming that the rebinder in some way reflected the
earlier binding (which may be a big assumption), what I
found odd was that there was no packing in the spine to
compensate for the thickness of the inserts.

Common aspects of the range of books I was able to
inspect were:

. Paper was about 80gsm, but vastly superior to our
ttbondt'.

o Endpapers were usually plain but some were hand
marbled (in relatively large pattems).

. Sewing was on raised cords (a few later to sunken
cords), and then either muslin or linen backed.

o Bookblock edges were ploughed and either gilded,
stained or marbled

o Bookblocks were rarely concave at the foredge.
. Some bookblock edges were gauffered on all three

faces.
r Headbands were hand-sewn.
. Boards (earliest were timber, later laminated

cardboard) were laced on, with those boards often
chamfered on the inside (rather than on the outside).

. Cover boards were pulled tightly into the rounding
(viz no groove).

o Books were tight backed until about 1880.
. Cover material was almost exclusively full leather

(sometime vellum), again until about 1880 when half
binding was evident. Corners of such half bindings
were either much smaller than we tend to see (our

"standard" more or less width : that of leather on
board face) or uneven triangles (15mm at bottom but
50mm at foredge).

r Earliest volumes were only blind tooled, but later
ones were gold tooled and the tooling was often
quite deep.

The books had straps with brass clasps to secure their
closure. One from 1692 was still in perfect condition
whilst on others the brass portion had broken offthe strap

and/or the brass catches originally let into the front cover
board had fallen off.

Earlier in out travels I had seen many books of the 1920-
1940 era in which the sections were stapled to muslin or
li-nen ratirer than being sewn. I have experienced this
often in German books and sometimes in English books.
I have always marvelled (and still do) at how they ever
got the stapling so tight, given that any'thing to push or
close a staple had to have some width. Those of us that
have repaired such books know the damage that staples
cause - a fact they seem to have recognised as later books
reverted to sewing.

The construction of one of the more recent books (a
photo album from 1945) in the collection particularly
interested me. As best I could seeo each sheet (about 500
gsm weight material) was supported by two folded
bookcloth pieces (one leg of each of which supported the
next sheet) and solely the resulting fold was glued to the
backing, there being no sign of any sewing. The backing
(linen) was then pasted to the inside of the cover board
and covered by the pasted down endpapers.

Linen backing Folded

Speaking not a word of Russian (and they speaking
negligible English) I felt we had done well to get to
examine these books. Enquires about repairs however
were in the "too hard basket" although finally three
repaired books appeared, and these too had some

interesting features.

Firstly almost every page had been repaired, yet the
bookblocks did not look significantly thicker that what
was left of the extemal spine would suggest. In all cases

the boards had clearly long ago separated form the rest of
the binding. I have never before seen the repair tissue
they used - it seemed to be about 60-70 gsm, not fibrous
like many of the Japanese tissues and opaque (I couldn't
see printing through it where it was on its own) yet when
pasted over a page the underlying printing was at least
90%o of its original strength. A book might comprise 50
pages completely covered with this tissue on one side,

with the rest of the pages having just a U shaped

reinforcement (top, foredge and bottom of page).
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Secondly the leather in each case seemed to have been
lifted off the original cover boards or spine and what
could be salvaged (seemingly 75-80%) was repasted onto
the new leather cover, the leather of which must have
been pared in places, as the "onlay" was scarcely
noticeable.

Thirdly every such book (the work on which was carried
out in a central facility in Moscow, just a mere 5,185 km
train ride away) was retumed in a box, the design of
which I will describe in another article.

Michael Mathar
Adelaide
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.:. There are many ways to stain paper so as to simulate
aging, or just to darken the paper. One method is not
to wipe or paint the stain (usually tea or coffee) onto
the paper, but to soak the sheets in a tray. The sheet
is then removed and laid on sheets of newspaper.
Then each stained sheet is regularly tumed over onto
a fresh piece of newspaper and the excess fluid is
wiped off, until it is just damp. This method,
although a little time consuming, gives the most
even results (assuming this is the effect that is
desired).

Foxing can be added to the stained paper by
sprinkling some of the stain solution onto the almost
dry paper.

The patterns on hand marbled paper, at least on that
made with watercolours, can be little unstable - i.e.
the colour can be rubbed offwhen pasting the paper
down. To overcome this, a fixative, available in art
shops, can be sprayed onto the surface prior to
pasting down. Rubbing the surface with a bone
folder then acfually gives the paper a slight and
attractive sheen.

When staining leather, apply the stain very gradually
and lightly with a circular motion. In other words,
build up the depth of colour very gradually - the end
result will be much more even.

Ifyou experience an endpaper disaster - ie there are

lumps, bubbles or creases, don't throw the book
away. Assuming you have used paste, paint the
faulty laid down endpaper with water. Then, when
the water has soaked through, peel it off, being
careful not to damage the lining on the inside of the
board. If the book is cased, you will have to be very
careful not to disturb the mull on the inner side of
the board. A new single sheet endpaper can then be
laid down, its inner edge being hidden either on the
very edge of the board. or extended over the board
edge to the joint.

Be careful when opening a newly bound book for the
fust time. Open each board gently and lay the book
down flat with the pages standing up. Then open a

few sections at a time, starting at either end and
working towards the middle.

When paring leather, take care to keep the surface of
the paring stone free from bits of leather shavings.
These will cause bumps under the leather, resulting
in cuts from the paring knife. Of course, depending
on the leather (it is easier with darker tones), small
cuts can be disguised when covering byjoining them
up before the leather dries.

A thin book, especially a tiglrt-back, where the
leather is stuck directly to the spine, should have the
joints relatively thinly pared. This will help prevent
the leather, with only a small area affached to the
spine, from pulling away when the book is opened.

Head and tail turn-ins first, foredge tum-ins last.

Wet leather is stained by the touch of most metal.
Bandnippers should therefore be electroplated, and
metal pressing plates should be lined with paper.

The ealrtr,l rtorc rkir.
You hr:e boerd ttrt hrot io,
Could rot bt br helL
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Readers will be soddened to hear of the recent death of
Arthur Johrcon. Arthur was a distinguished bookbinder,
but will be best remembered for his superb and
compreheruive ntanuals, covering ruost aspects of the
craft, including restoration. His fife Pamela sent the

following unpublished autobiography by Arthur to June
McNicol of the Queensland Bookbinders' Guild. June
has suggested it be published in this journal, and it is a
pleasure to be able to do this.

In the last few years I have had requests for an
autobiography. The writing of reminiscences signals an
end to endeavour, but I assure myself that it is not so.
The begiruring is simple; you start with name, where you
were born and so forth, but where to stop? Not
everything can be of interest to others however important
the memories are to me. I propose to be brief but to
include a few anecdotes that may amuse the reader. This
decision is unjust for I shall not be able to recount how,
although guiltless, I was arrested nryice whilst engaged in
bookbinding activities; that I was almost blown to pieces
by a container of acid, and nearly met my demise on a

sheep farm in New Zealand.

The obligatory information is name, origin and
qualifications. Arthur William Johnson, born in
Southwark, London n 7920. Achieved Art Teacher's
Diploma, National Diploma in Design, City and Guilds
Institute. Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Craft
Education, Honorary Fellow of Designer Bookbinders
and Patron of the Association of Book Crafts of New
Zealand.

My early years were spent in very poor circumstances
with minimal living standards at home and complete lack
of any intellectual stimulation. The only literature at
home was the odd football program or discarded comic
book. In 1927 the slums in that part of London were
cleared and the family moved to Essex where I attended
an elementary school and in my last year was offered a

scholarship to further my education at a grarnmar school.
My parents were unable to accept, as they did not have
the means to pay for books, uniform and transport.

Thus at fourteen, I was 'on the dole' receiving five
shillings each week in benefit. This was the rate the
govemment paid to school leavers for food, clothing and

housing.

At fifteen I found employment with a newspaper
photographic agency in Fleet Street and worked in the
darkrooms. My job included walking around London for
four or five hours a day delivering photographs. I
changed jobs twice to improve my situation and in my
last employment in the trade I worked as a processor for
a portrait photographer in Tottenham Court Road. [n the
winter, working in a darkroom, I would not see the light

of day from one weekend until the next. My salary in
1938 was less than one pound per week. Sadly when I
visited this family, business during the war; the premises
were gone - the result of London bombing.

The elementary school that I attended had a ver),
progressive headmaster who encouraged art and music.
Posts were difficult to obtain in the "hungry thirties' so
the headmaster had been able to appoint a Royal College
of Art graduate, Alan Wellings, who was thankful for
employment. This talented and dedicated man introduced
his pupils to art, music and literature and encouraged
these interests. We remained in contact after I left school
and in my teens I was aware of the works of James
Joyce, Samuel Butler, Man Ray, Paul Nash and Aaron
Copeland. I confess I did not comprehend the wealth of
intellectualism before me but at least I knew that it
existed. During these years I read everything that I could
borrow from the local library from the lurid novels of
Hank Jansen to the 'Origin of Species'. I visited art
galleries and museums, attended music concefts, ballet
and opera at every opporfunity anywhere, provided it was
free or inexpensive. I recall that a ticket for Sadlers Wells
Theatre was one shilling at that time but it was worth
going without a meal or two to attend.

I showed an aptitude for commercial design and Alan
Wellings arranged for me to attend evening classes at the
local art college. Here I was introduced to the magic of
pen, brush and colour and the absorbing facts of
mechanical printing reproduction. I am still nostalgic
about relief, planographic and intaglio printing plates and
the wonder of four-colour work, stereos, type setting,
silkscreen and dragon's blood.

I abandoned the photographic career at the age of
eighteen when I was offered a part-time post in an art

college in Essex. My job was designated as a Studio
Attendant, a title s)monymous with 'dogsbody'. I
regarded it as an opporruniry for advancement although
the conditions of employment were far from agreeable.

For one pound, I would be employed for two and a half
days each week and in the remaining time I would
receive a free art education. I had to study for the Board
of Education Examination in Drawing and enter for the

tests at the end of the year. This traditional course was of
immense value as it consisted of general drawing, studies

from antique sculptured fonns and live models rvith
anatomy and mechanical perspective. The identical
course for the fee-paying students was spread over rwo
years. In addition I altended general education classes in
order to sit the Chartered Institute of Secretaries'

examinations.

Conscription in 1940 came as a severe blow to my
sfudies but I had deferment for a month in order to take
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the examinations and was elated to be informed of my
success. I 'existed' in the Infantry and the Royal
Armoured Corp for six distasteful years; the many
anecdotes that I could recormt are best forgotten. The
regiment was decimated in battle around Caen and I was
retumed to England with badly burned legs. After
hospital treatment I was retrained and completed my
service as a sergeant in the educational unit attached to
the base carnp in Dorset. Attired in my brave. blue. ill
fitting ciwies, I retumed to the art college on a full time
basis where I was paid the enormous sum of one pound
and ten shillings for untold hours of work.

At that time Alan Wellings, who was on the staff at the
college, encouraged me to study lettering in my free
time. I taught myself using that beautiful and
comprehensive book 'Writing, Lettering & Illuminating'
by Edward Johnston. At the end of the 1946-47 school
year I applied to enter for the examination for the
National Diploma in Design for Calligraphy. Normally
one attended a full time two-year course, but to my great
relief and satisfaction I passed at the end of one year.

I married and needed a higher salary, although a

mortgage was still beyond our means. My wife worked
as a temporary secretary whilst I tutored at two evening
institutes. My daughter, Susan, attended a grammar
school and became a personnel officer. Nicholas was a

brilliant scholar and obtained a degree in astrophysics.
Tragically he was killed in a road accident at the age of
38. David was a late developer but nevertheless achieved
a university degree course to become a computer analyst.

We had a period of contentment enhanced by the
acquisition of a cottage. Built of limestone and faced
with hanging tiles it was a hunting lodge on the estate of
Lord De Lisle of Penshurst, Kent. We were fortunate to
have it rent free for ten years provided that I cared for the
building, Isolated in woodlands, sheltered in an ancient
quarry and a few yards from the upper reaches of the
River Medway, it had no services and water rvas pumped
from a nearby spring. We fumished it from jumble sales
and junk shops. For two pounds we obtained two
Victorian oil lamps, a table harp and an old clock. Quarry
Cottage was a haven at weekends and holidays; in its
eight feet wide fireplace we burned huge logs for
cooking and heating. In the spring the woods were a haze
of bluebells, the summers were full of bird song whilst
autumn is remembered for the harvests of fungi, apples,
nuts and blackberries. Winters were damp and misty and
when it snowed the cottage was ahlost inaccessible, but
in utter contentment we would toast bread and roast
chestnuts around the fire.

In order to obtain qualifications as an art teacher I had to
take a second craft for the fulI NDD. Seizing the
opportunity I used my service grant to attend the Homsey
College of Art to study bookbinding as a complementary
subject and I planned to cover the two-year course in one
year. I knew nothing about the craft and worried

considerably about my decision. My concern became real

at my first lesson for the tutor was a lady of
indeterminate age who taught other crafts including
glove making, leather modelling and basket weaving. I
was exhorted to save my empty comflakes packets as the

thinner card for the library style split- boards. There was

no mention of grain, the waxed surface nor the pH value
but only that they were free. I soon discovered that the

insu'uctor was unabie to do gold furishing and I saw my
chances of achieving an NDD as minimal.

This rvas unacceptable and after much remonstrating and

'cutting of red tape' between two education authorities I
was enrolled for two days a week at the Camberwell
School of Art. The instructor was Alex Vaughan, a grand
old master craftsman serving his last year before
retirement. On many occasions I had to wake him up at
his desk in order to get some tuition. Nevertheless I made
progress with two days at Hornsey working on my owrl,
two days at Camberwell and one day for museum study.

Living was hard and money extremely limited, so I
travelled between schools on a bicycle. At the end of
eight months in 1948 I convinced the authorities that I
was ready to enter for the NDD and I passed. I scraped a

Iiving doing sign writing, occasional commissions for
calligraphy, evening class teaching and clerical posts
during term breaks.

To be assured of a future I required a degree and to
achieve this I had to join the Teacher Training
Department at Hornsey for the year course leading to the
Art Teachers' Diploma. I was dumbfounded to fmd that
my general education was not of the standard required
and that I would have to matriculate.

At that time, the summer of 1948, it was fortunate that

my NDD Bookbinding examination results and 'fine
binding' attracted notice and I was offered three evening

classes a week to teach the craft at the Hammersmith
School of Art. At least I had a small income that enabled

me to enrol for the 7948-49 matriculation course at

Chiswick Polytechnic. At the age of 28 I sat with
teenagers and was amused, as a registered student, to

receive a free third of a pint of milk daily. I began my
lessons with apprehension as the curriculum included
mathematics, French and economics, subjects about

which I knew nothing. This was my hardest year for I
rose at 6.30 am, and cycled ten miles to Chiswick to
attend classes, doing my homework during lunch and tea

breaks. From 7,30 until 9.30pm I instructed at

Hammersmith and then cycled home.

In the adjoining workshop Daisy Alcock taught
calligraphy. This diminutive brown bird of a woman had
the commission for writing the Scroll of Honour for the
Battle of Britain. One evening she was crying bitterly.
Whilst her magnificent work was on display in
Westminster Abbey a vandal cut a large chunk from the

Morocco Bound Autumn (March) 2005
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raised and gilded letter 'B'. No doubt this person thought
they had won a piece of solid gold. She had the task of
repairing the damage, hence the tears.

My first workshop at Hammersmith was extremely
daunting but in retrospect amusing. I do not exaggerate
but the students included a retired actress and her
companion who quarreled incessantly and a fierce cross-
eyed man who wanted to practice gold lettering. Also in
the class was a young lady with malformed hands with
thumbs for fingers, an elderly German gentleman who
brought his wife as translator, two Polish lawyers with

Autumn (March) 2005

little understanding of English and an imperious lady
who attended on the assumption that I would bind her
telephone books in full morocco, tastefully decorated in
gold.

As an extemal candidate for matriculation I went to the
Examinations Hall in South Kensington where I fell into
conversation with a middle aged man who, to my
surprise. freely admitted that he sat examinations for
anyone willing to pay. Needless to say I sat my own
examination and with eager optimism I awaited my
results. To be continued

Morocco Bound

This article has been edited from notes provided and
taken by participants at a NSW Guild Worl<shop
conducted by Daphne Dobbyn some years ago.

This is a strong and elegant endpaper, partictiarly
suitable for fine binding and for thinner books where the
added bulk of the endpapers gives better opportunity to
form a viable shotilder. When finished the construction
comprises pastedown or doublure and liner, laminated
colottred page, lanrinated colou'ed/y'hite page, the
zigzag and hryo single white pages. Binders mayfind thq,
prefer o cream and a white, or t'n,o whites, depending on
the text material and the coloured paper used. As the
lining of the cover board (pastedoy,n or dotblure) is
separqte, it can be a dffirent poper or leather; these
instructions are based on a pastedown of the sarue paper
as the coloured paper wed in theflyleaves. The endpaper
is ntade and sev,n to the bookblock before the backing
but after arD)edge treatment.

Materials for each endpaper:

a) 2 sheets of white paper, folded and 10mm larger
than the bookblock size at head and tail and 20mm
larger at the foredge.

b) 2 sheets of coloured paper, folded and of same
dimensions to the white paper. Decorative Japanese

tissue is also quite athactive and suitable.

c) 1 piece of leather, 30-40mm wide and 40mm taller
than the page height. This leather should be pared to
0.40-0.50mm, although Kangaroo skin, being a little
more rigid, needs be pared to 0.30mm.

d) 2 sheets of light board, page size; the same thickness
as the leather (one for use as lining and the other
later discarded).

e) 1 sheet of lining paper, page size.

1. Carefully crease one sheet of white and paste one
side. Carefully crease the coloured paper with the colour
folded in (or in the case of Japanese tissue with the
fancier or rougher side folded in). Affx the folded

coloured paper to the white, ensuring the folded edges
align precisely.

Press lightly, and briefly, in a nipping press using plain
white paper to absorb dampness. (Japanese tissue should
not be nipped, but rather should be rubbed down with the
palm of the hand). Change the plain white interleaving
paper and leave the pasted pages between weighted
pressing boards whilst preparing the second endpaper to
the same stage.

In this construction it is important that all pasting is done
on the page closest to the bookblock so that if there is
any curl it will be towards the bookblock.

Hondy hints:
a) Always paste out with the joint crease away from

you - your fingers hold the open edge down. On
Japanese paper only daub rather than ti-ving to brush
the paste.

b) Always have a pair of tweezers next to you in order
to remove any hairs or the like that appear in the
paste

c) If the paste seems too liberally applied, it can be
blotted with a sheet of white paper and the excess so

removed

2. Cut the second folded colour sheet in half along the
fold. Put one half aside safely for making the doublure.

3. Paste the outer side of the folded cover (ex step 1)
and affix the single colour sheet (inner side) to it, this
time overhanging the folded edge by 5-8 mm. Press

lightly and leave between weighted pressing boards to
dry.

Handy hint: If the lamination is not satisfactory, cut two
sheets of white blotter to page sheet size and wet them,
then press them gently between absorbent paper to
remove most of the moisture, and then place either side
of the laminated page with Mvlar or similar behind and
press. The moisture from the blotter will reactivate the
adhesive. Remove from press, remove blotter and Mylar
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and replace with absorbent paper and other Mylar, and
press gently until it dries.

4. When the endpaper assembly is dry, make the first
zigzag fold. Opinions vary greatly on the width but,
unless using a very thick board where the whole of the
zigzag is less than the board width, I prefer to have the
ngzag about twice the thickness of the board. For a 3mm
board that makes 6mm for the zigzag fold. The fold is
made in the white single sheet of the assembly. Use
callipers to mark for the fold, and score gently before
creasing. Score the white gently using the joined edge as

a marker and then make a second fold back to complete
the zigzag.

5. Trim the coloured paper overhang to approx halfthe
depth of the agzag. paste the overhang and fold it into
the zigzag being careful to ensure it folds in tightly. Set
aside to dry.

Handy' hint: Always fold the pasting edge protection
paper at about a 20 degree angle to the grain; this makes
it more rigid and stops it from buckling.

6. Take the leather strip and cut one side straight. Pare
the full length for about 5mm to a feathered edge. Paste
the pared edge on the flesh side and affix it to the other
side of the zigzag (the side of the V without the coloured
paper) leaving just %mm to lmm gap at the root of the V.
It is important for bulk that the tip of the coloured paper
and the tip of the leather do not correspond when the V is
closed. Leave under weighted boards to dry.

7. When dry, cut the free edge of the leather to a

constant width from the folded edge. If you started with a
35mm strip this will be about 28mm. Cut a straight edge
to the equal thickness card. This card does not form part
of the final construction but the exactitude and care with
which you choose and affix this joint cornpensation sheet
is vital to the satisfactory forwarding of the book as it
provides proper compensation for the thickness of the
leather joint across the whole width of the book during
forwarding. Place the endpaper so the leather lies flesh
side up on your bench and abut the cut edge of the card
to the cut edge of the leather. Use Scotch Magic Tape to
join these, with as little of the tape on the leather flesh as
is practicable. Fold the assembly into its form with the
leather/compensation card folded over on the outermost
side. lnsert a piece of blotter between this sheet and the
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double colour laminated sheet to prevent marking of the
coloured sheet by thejoint and tape.

8. Tip the second folded white page to the first. Fold the
outermost part of this sheet tightly around the whole
assembly to form a waste sheet lying immediately over,
and protecting, both the leather joint and then
compensation sheet. To maintain the tightness attach the
waste sheet to the compensation sheet with a few daubs
of paste or a couple of patches of double sided adiresive
tape.

9. Trim the endpaper assembly to the same size as the
bookblock. If edge treatment is being undertaken; this is
the stage for it.

I 0. Pare the head and tail edge of the leather joint piece

I l. Mark up and sew the book, sewing the first and last
sections "all along". Leave enough thread at each end to
attach the endpapers. Retain the template of the sewing
stations for use in marking up the endpapers. If sawing in
kettle stitches be very careful to exclude the endpaper
assemblies.

Handl, hint: Always mark the template from the head and
knock it up at the section to the head.

12. Using the template, mark the sewing stations in the
V of the zigzag that is backed with the coloured paper
and around which the leather has been folded (ie that
further from the bookblock). The sewing is here so that it
goes through the leather. Carefully pierce the endpaper at
each of the sewing stations at the correct angle ensuring
the laminated endpapers are not pierced. Sew the
endpapers to the bookblock "all along".

13. Tip the endpapers and the first and last sections to
the book and proceed with the usual sequence of
forwarding operations. Take particular care when
backing that injudicious and overzealous use of the
hammer does not result in split leather joint: check it
after backing.

14. When the forwarding is completed the waste sheet

can be tom off and the compensation piece (and tape)
removed.

15. To paste into the cover, ensure the whole cover is
supported at the level of the hinge; paste the leather on
the flesh side and leave for a moment to wet. Apply a

light coat of PVA to the edge of the cover board and with
a bone folder work the leather first against the board edge
and then flat onto the cover. Chamfer the leather hinge
and the fum in to remove overlap.

16. Cut a piece of card the thickness of the leather
exactly the size of the hollow formed by the leather of
the lunge and the tum-ins. You may care to but the card
to the hinge leather and overlay it on the tum-ins and
trim both together. removing minor portions of turn in as

appropriate. Paste down the card insert.

Morocco Bound
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17. Prepare the pastedown or doublure. If using the same
as the paper in the endpaper this is the half sheet in stage
2. First prepare a lining sheet. This must be fractionally
smaller than the intended pastedown and must be

Autumn (Maich) 2005

chamfered by sanding at the edges. Paste down the lining
sheet. Then paste in the paste down or doublure. Both
should come to within lmm of the edge of the board at
the hinge.

Morocco Bound

The advertisement below, kindly forwarded by NSW
Guild member Ron Midgley is interesting. John and
Edward Bumpus feature here as booksellers, but the firm
of Bumpus was also well known for its fine bindings.

Who were the Nuns of Little Gidding? I have only a few
scraps of information so far, but we promise to reveal
more in the next issue. Actually, the story of women
binders generally is a very interesting one.

An Exhibition of the
Art of Decoration in
Boolrbinding

Dv

JOI{N AND EDWARD

E}LII\,IPLISI x-td",
Bonkcelleru by Appoiatsrent to lI.M. the Kias, at

350 Oxford Street, Inr.
COLLECTTON of t t7 ropcrb trrnplcr oI Lcarlr* Bound Bo*s in lacrioih oi cclebrat*d rp*cirncnr of rht Arr,
illurrrad$ rll Sct*olr Jrom tlrrt o{ tLc TryclfiL Csnturyto thorc of rLc Eighrccath Ccrtury, iacludirg tlc Byaertinc ;
Oricrral Picrccd Lcathcr BiadinS; Panian: Englirh-HcarrYIII., E*rvard VL, Qucca Elirabcth.rfter lrt"otloa,

Jeh* Dry. ard othcr*. Jrma I. ritcr J. end A" Batcuea. Joho Hill. the Nurr ol Liutc Giddica, rtc, Thc Srstnr r{tet
Sarnucl end Clarla Mcarqa, aad Gcor:gr l. md II. Thc Scorch Binding cl thc Eightcath €cdury, Thc Frcodr
SchmL of Qao&ay Tor1. Lyoncrc,,Francir 1., Hearx lI., Crolicr, Maioli, Clotir Evt. Ls Grrcoq lnd Prd*lorp. Abo
the ltrlirn Schodb; Sp.rfuI,6.r."q Flcoirb, and dutdr, shcrein all thc e:crllaul dafunr. brillhrt colourc. l*d cgrcd
wcr}anr:rlrip oI lbcrc arcat m..ttr, src Eo.t bcruritally nad fairhfully reproduccd.

NOW OPEN.

lN THE WNTER (MAY) TSSUE OF MOROCCO BOUND:

0 Another bookbinder reveals all
0 More tips and tricks
0 Bookbinding women
0 And more....
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